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Abstract | Cilia and flagella are fundamental units of motion in cellular biology. These beating,
hair-like organelles share a common basic structure but maintain widely varying functions in
systems ranging from the isolated flagella of swimming algae to the dense ciliary carpets that
pump fluid in the brains of mammals. Experiments and models have begun to elucidate the inner
workings of single cilia as complex nonlinear oscillators, and the variety of hydrodynamical
phenomena that result from beating dynamics. These results have shed light on complex
locomotion strategies observed in single-celled microorganisms and collective phenomena
observed in microbial suspensions. In animal systems, dense ciliary arrays exhibit a variety of
emergent phenomena, including active filtration, noise robustness and metachronal waves.
Surprising phenomena have been observed in neuronally controlled ciliary arrays, demonstrating
the need for new physical models of cilia that include central control, defect dynamics and
topology. We review the emergent physics of cilia across scales, starting from the microscale
dynamics of single cilia, and then proceeding to microorganisms and animal systems.
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Cilia and flagella are slender, hair-like structures that
protrude from many types of cells. In many cells, cilia
act as a fundamental unit of motion, serving as key
organelles that convert chemical energy into mecha
nical work in the form of an oscillatory beating motion1.
Believed to have emerged nearly a billion years ago as
a characteristic organelle of the first eukaryotic cells2,
it is unclear whether the first cilia were motile or were,
instead, non-beating ‘primary’ cilia, serving as elongated
antennae for sensing chemical and mechanical gradients3. In present-day organisms, many motile cilia can
both sense and actuate, regulating their beat cycle in
response to chemical cues or mechanical and hydro
dynamical stimuli4–6. Beating cilia manifest in surprising
contexts, including the undulatory swimming of ciliates
and plankton, the filter feeding and breathing apparatuses of marine invertebrates and the lining of brain
ventricles and other animal body cavities7,8.
We use the terms ‘cilia’ and ‘flagella’ interchange
ably, because there is no intrinsic structural distinction
between cilia and eukaryotic flagella. However, in practice, ‘flagella’ typically refers to sparse or isolated structures used by unicellular organisms for locomotion; by
contrast, ‘cilia’ refers to extended groups that occur in
many protozoans and animals. Flagella typically enable
propulsion by driving fluid continuously in parallel to
the flagellar axis, whereas cilia push fluid orthogonally
to their axis (and tangentially to their attachment surface) in a pulsatile manner during their power strokes7.
Despite their functional differences, cilia and flagella

have identical ultrastructure and nearly identical composition, with a characteristic 9-fold symmetry suggesting a common evolutionary origin. Existing theories for
the evolution of the first cilia range from an endogenous
origin via condensation of cellular actin networks to an
exogenous origin due to invasion of a virus with 9-fold
symmetry2 or symbiosis with a bacterium9. Regardless of
their provenance, over the course of evolution, the structure of cilia, discussed below, has remained remarkably
conserved, even as their function has varied. However,
multiple theories exist regarding the precise mechanism
behind their beating.
More detailed discussions of ciliary evolution, as
well as further analysis of ciliary anatomy and ultra
structure, can be found in other reviews2,3,10,11. Here, we
focus on how the same basic structures conspire across
scales to produce a remarkable array of complex physical phenomena in biological and bio-inspired systems.
We organize our review across scales (Fig. 1), starting
with the coupled chemomechanical dynamics of single
cilia and results describing ciliary beating as a nonlinear
limit cycle. We then turn to the problem of interactions.
We describe studies showing how pairs of cilia and flagella can transiently synchronize via hydrodynamic or
direct mechanical coupling, and the implications of
this phenomenon for understanding both the behavi
our of swimming microorganisms and the properties
of synthetic arrays of colloidal oscillators. We then turn
to the ‘large N’ limit, discussing phenomena observed
in large ensembles of coupled cilia that appear in many
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Key points
• The complex beating dynamics of cilia can be modelled as noisy, nonlinear oscillations
driven by coupled chemical, mechanical and hydrodynamical forces.
• Small numbers of coupled cilia can transiently synchronize and desynchronize in a
manner analogous to that seen in classical studies of coupled oscillators.
• The synchronization dynamics of cilia may play a role in facilitating locomotion and
navigation by single-celled microorganisms.
• Many animals have ‘carpets’ of densely packed cilia, which are used to pump mucous
and other circulating fluids in the brain and lungs. The beating dynamics of these
ciliary carpets exhibit physical phenomena that include travelling waves and
topological defects.
• Neuronally controlled cilia in certain animal systems exhibit a rich, and understudied,
set of dynamical phenomena, making their study a promising research direction.

Microtubule
A tube-shaped protein
assembly found in the
cytoplasm of many cells.
Microtubules allow cells to
maintain their shape and
internal arrangements, and
they can aggregate to form
specialized structures,
including cilia.

invertebrates and in the lungs and brains of mammals. We highlight the role of dimensionality in ciliary
dynamics: single cilia serve as point-like actuators,
whereas linear ciliary bands and 2D ciliary carpets can
produce a variety of hydrodynamical phenomena. We
discuss how control of ensembles of cilia is facilitated
by a mixture of mechanical, hydrodynamic, neural and
chemical cues, which jointly produce emergent physical
phenomena such as topological defects, metachronal
waves and chaotic mixing. We argue that the collective
behaviour of large ensembles of cilia is an outstanding
problem, motivating the development of new ciliary
physics grounded in active-matter theory.

Structure and dynamics of single cilia
Early observations of beating flagella, beginning in the
1930s, noted the similarity of their beating pattern to a
travelling wave12,13. These ideas motivated models that
framed ciliary beating as a hydrodynamics problem,
with the dynamics parameterized by the slender-body
force coefficients associated with the time-varying
ciliary shape7. For example, longer cilia beat more slowly,
suggesting that increased drag along the primary axis
dampens an oscillatory driving force1. Lacking technologies enabling more detailed study of the molecular
origin of beating, early researchers instead focused on
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the far-field dynamics, in which temporal variation may
be neglected and each cilium produces a time-averaged
steady velocity field. This motivated early study of fundamental force singularities in Stokes flow, forming the
basis of the first fluid-dynamical models of locomotion
by microorganisms14,15. Some early experimental work
introduced the notion of a time-varying phase associated
with ciliary beating, noting that swimming sperm cells or
colonies of green algae display some ability to modulate
their phase to produce collective motion16,17. However,
the origin of this phase and its regulation remained
unclear, and the diversity of different flagellar beat forms
observed among unicellular algae led some early authors
to conclude that ciliary-actuation mechanisms varied
widely across different systems13,18.
More recently, improvements in microscopy and
image analysis have allowed quantitative measurements
of ciliary dynamics to be combined with improved
understanding of ciliary ultrastructure, leading to more
precise measurement and explanation of the phase and
periodicity of ciliary beating. In general, the motion of
cilia arises from coupled chemical and mechanical processes occurring in the axoneme, a tube-shaped structure consisting of an arrangement of nine microtubule
doublets (each ~25 nm in diameter) surrounding a
central pair of microtubules (known as a 9 + 2 arrangement)3,10 (Fig. 2). The outer microtubule doublets are
mechanically coupled to one other via nexin links, and
attached to each doublet are ‘radial spokes’, protein complexes that extend towards the central pair. The orientation of this inner doublet pair breaks the symmetry of
the filament, defining the bending axis. The axoneme
has finite bending rigidity and, under small applied
shear, it deforms similarly to an elastic tube (with bending rigidity ~103 pN m2)19–22. The relative cross-linkage of
the inner doublet pair (and, thus, the overall stiffness
of the axoneme) may be modulated by the cell23.
Beating arises from the collective effects of dyneins,
which are molecular motors that convert the chemical
energy of ~105 adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecu
les per beat into a relative sliding motion among the
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Fig. 1 | ciliary motion across scales. On the scale of ~10 nm, cilia are driven by the motion of molecular motors on
microtubule doublets. Cilia and their oscillations have a length scale of ~10 µm. Collective motion of ciliary sheets has
a characteristic length scale of ~100 µm. The run-and-tumble motion of single-cell organisms, driven by cilia, occurs on a
length scale of ~1 mm. Example length scales and timescales chosen to match those of the model protozoan Tetrahymena.
www.nature.com/natrevphys
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Fig. 2 | Anatomy and structure of the axoneme. a | A cross-sectional view of a typical axoneme, the structural scaffold
of a cilium, showing the canonical ‘9 + 2’ arrangement of microtubule doublets. b | Schematic views and transmission
electron microscopy images of axoneme structures in specific ciliary systems: embryonic nodal cilia, the unicellular green
algae Chlamydomonas and the human respiratory tract. The arrowheads indicate minor ultrastructural differences:
a symmetry-breaking bridge in Chlamydomonas and the presence of only two outer dynein heads in human respiratory
cilia211–213. Nodal cilium micrograph is reprinted with permission from ref.214, Oxford University Press on behalf of the
Japanese Society of Microscopy. Green-algae flagella micrograph is reprinted from ref.215, with permission from
Rockefeller University Press. Human respiratory tract micrograph is adapted with permission from ref.216, Elsevier.

nine microtubule doublets comprising the axonemal
sheath10,24. This motion causes a tension of ~10 nN to
build up between neighbouring doublets25. There are
several hypothesized mechanisms for how the sliding of
dynein is regulated to produce beating. One possibility is
the ‘tug-of-war’ model, in which dyneins antagonistically
slide on opposite ends of the axoneme, causing longitudinal forces to continuously build up until dyneins on
one side are forced to detach, breaking symmetry and
causing the axoneme to bend21,26. Another proposed
mechanism for regulation of dynein detachment is the
‘geometric clutch’ hypothesis27, in which the bending of
a 9 + 2 arrangement of microtubules under applied load
modifies the interdoublet spacing of adjacent microtubules, which, in turn, causes dyneins to detach28,29.
Notably, in the geometric clutch model, axonemal beating arises from negative feedback on dynein attachment,
whereas in the tug-of-war model, positive feedback
between opposing forces leads to beating as an instability.
However, experimental studies in sperm flagella have
produced results inconsistent with both of these hypo
theses for the regulation of dynein. Microtubules are
seen to undergo differential sliding near the basal attachment point30 and reconstruction of the distribution of
Nature Reviews | Physics

applied forces (given the observed bending shapes) suggests that motor detachment is load-dependent31. More
recently, direct imaging of individual substeps of the
dynein cycle via electron cryotomography has shown
that structures throughout the axoneme undergo conformational changes during the beat cycle, suggesting
that control is distributed across a variety of asymmetric
mechanical and chemical regulatory complexes32.
A general regulatory mechanism that has gained
recent experimental support posits a direct coupling
between the local curvature of the axoneme and the
attachment of dynein molecules33. In this model, the continuous transverse motion of dynein motors along
filaments gradually increases the elastic stress in the system; this stress eventually stalls the motors and leads to
reversal in their walking direction34. This process provides a dynamical closure for ‘active filament’ models,
which model the coupled dynamics of dynein attachment and turnover, and the continuum mechanics of
the axoneme21,31,35. Such models have a rich parameter
space that captures many observed ciliary behaviours,
including differential power strokes, multiple bending
modes and stalling36. Variations of these models that
include hydrodynamics can also reproduce both the
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Box 1 | ciliary oscillations as active limit cycles
Self-sustained beating requires three
Static doublet
Sliding doublet
ingredients: the elasticity of sliding
ρ(x)
microtubule pairs, the viscous dynamics of
the surrounding medium and the activity
and regulation of molecular motors. From
the combination of these elements, self-
oscillation can emerge through a variety
of mechanisms11,26,27,34,66,191.
A natural starting point for modelling is the
molecular motors themselves. At low order,
each motor may be approximated as a two-
state system26,191. Each motor is rigidly bound
to a microtubule doublet ‘backbone’ and
it then transiently binds and unbinds to a
second, neighbouring microtubule doublet
at a rate set by an effective potential U
(see the figure). When bound, the motor
generates a sliding force between the two
microtubules by walking in a single direction.
The binding potential U is superimposed
on a harmonic potential describing the
ξ
filament-bending dynamics, producing
k
an overdamped dynamical equation
kX + ξẊ = −

L

∂

∫0 ρ(x) ∂X U(x − X )dx

U(x)

(1)

where X is the filament position, ρ(x) is the density of motors at position x along the
backbone, L is the filament length, k is the elastic response parameter and ξ is the
viscous response parameter. A schematic of this model is shown in the figure. The on
and off rates of the motor are assumed to obey the uniform rate assumption ron + roff = Ω,
where Ω is a constant indicating the average transition rate192.
A particularly elegant reduction of Eq. 1 occurs when U = U0(1 − cos(2πx/ℓ)), for which
ron = Ω(η − αcos(2πx/ℓ))50,192. Here, η is the fraction of the cycle in which the motor is
active, U0 sets the binding strength, α determines the degree of spatial variation in
transition rates and ℓ is the filament structural periodicity. The following argument
closely follows that of refs50,192. The kinetic rates allow a chemical master equation to
be defined for the system, which, under various assumptions193, further reduces to a
Fokker–Planck partial differential equation describing the joint distribution P(X, ρ(x), t)
of motor density ρ(x) and filament positions. After applying a Fourier transform to ρ(x),
the dynamics of the first two modes a and b effectively decouple from the remaining
modes, resulting in essentially a 2D dynamical system

(

)

ȧ = − Ω a + 1 − γb 2 + 2πνbX ∕ ℓ ,

(

)

b ̇ = − Ω (1 + γa)b + 2πνaX ∕ ℓ ,

with the filament dynamics given by
Ωℓ
(2)
(γb − βX ∕ ℓ),
2π
where v = k/(ξΩ) and γ = 2π2αU0/(Ωℓ2ξ).
Ma et al.50 show that, under appropriate change of variables, X can be mapped onto
a single complex variable Z = A exp(iθ), for which the dynamical system reduces to the
Hopf normal form
Ẋ =

(

)

Ż = µ(Λ − Z 2)Z + i ωc − ω1 Z 2 Z

(3)

with µ = (3 ∕ 2)π 2Ων(1 + 2ν ) ∕ (1 + 4ν ), Λ = (Ω ∕ 2)(γ − ν − 1) ∕ µ, ωc = Ω ν , ω1 = − (µ ν ) ∕ (1 + 2ν ).
Thus, an active filament subject to a cosine potential oscillates in a limit cycle with
frequency ωc − ω1Λ.
These results demonstrate a minimal example of how sustained beating of a cilium or
flagellum can arise naturally from a limit cycle in a minimal dynamical system describing
the coupled dynamics of filament attachment, motor turnover and bending mechanics.
These results are corroborated by experiments showing not only that unperturbed
dynamics of flagella can be mapped onto corresponding limit cycles50 but even that
flagella under hydrodynamic load display behaviour consistent with forced oscillations42.

corkscrew-like beating of isolated flagella and the planar beating of cilia, depending on the amplitude of the
dynein activity term relative to the bending modulus37.
We anticipate that further advancements in technologies
allowing microscopic measurements of beating stages
(particularly cryogenic electron microscopy) will help
resolve ambiguities in the regulation of motor attachment, allowing further extension and refinement of
these models38.
One limitation of existing models is their emphasis
on the ubiquitous, but not universal, 9 + 2 geometry
of the axoneme. Notable exceptions to this layout are
found in nature; in particular, nodal cilia found in developing embryos lack a central pair of microtubules and
radial spokes. This causes these cilia to beat by sweeping a rotating arc, rather than a plane, resulting in chiral
flows that serve to break the left–right symmetry of the
developing embryo39. More exotic axoneme geometries
can also occur, including so-called 9 + 9 + 2 microtubule
arrangements, spirals and even patterns resembling
Fibonacci sunflowers40. An open question remains
whether such systems exhibit qualitatively different
dynamical properties, caused by their unique geometry.
Regardless of the explicit geometry and chemo
mechanical dynamics, one generic view of cilia and
flagella is as nonlinear oscillators executing a limit
cycle21,41. Such a view allows models of swimming or
collective behaviour to treat cilia abstractly as oscillatory
forces driving the surrounding fluid (Box 1). The phase
and amplitude of these oscillations can be tuned through
external driving. For example, experimental measurements of flagella under applied oscillatory flows confirm
that flagella are capable of phase locking or stalling,
depending on the amplitude or frequency of the driving flow42–44. Additionally, increasing the viscosity of the
surrounding medium increases the spatial wavelength of
beating while decreasing the beat frequency7,13,45,46.
Owing to the finite number of dynein motors present
within a given axoneme (~200 per µm)27,47,48, ciliary and
flagellar oscillations are also intrinsically noisy, exhibiting pronounced variation in beating rate, amplitude and
timing precision, even within the same organism49–51.
In the language of classical oscillator theory, the measured effective Q factor of flagella is 38.0 ± 16.7 (ref.50).
Despite the noisiness of oscillations, the beat cycle is
stabilized against changes in external conditions by the
nonlinearity of dynein recruitment and detachment.
For example, in detailed numerical simulations of 3D
fluid–structure interactions on a beating cilium, details
of dynein recruitment may be abstracted as an effective
tension, the exact value of which has little effect on the
presence of oscillations52.
The role of nonlinearity in ensuring stable beating over
a range of parameter values suggests that beating itself
is a dynamical mode that can undergo bifurcation.
Indeed, limit-cycle oscillator models of axonemes can
undergo Hopf bifurcations between beating and quiescence, depending on both intrinsic parameters such as
geometry and external cues such as viscosity or ATP
availability21,53. These bifurcations are consistent with
models of cilia based on explicit numerical models of
the axoneme, which show that steady dynein forces and
www.nature.com/natrevphys
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fluid–structure interactions can jointly produce ciliary
beating as a viscous ‘flutter’ instability54–56. One prediction of bifurcation theory is the dependence of stable
oscillations on a minimum, critical ciliary length21, an
effect that has recently been directly observed in experi
ments in which the flagella of algal cells are grown to
Box 2 | The dynamics of synchronization
An oscillator that executes regular limit cycles can be transformed into an abstract
‘phase’ variable ϕ. If the oscillator’s state variable x oscillates with natural frequency ω0,
x
then ϕ(t) ≡ ω0 ∫0 x−̇ 1dx. From experimental data, an instantaneous phase can be
calculated via the Hilbert transform of x (ref.67). The phase maps the variable
undergoing nonlinear oscillations — such as intracellular calcium concentration,
cilium-tip displacement or axoneme deflection — to a new variable that increases
linearly during the period of the oscillator. Working in phase coordinates simplifies
theoretical analysis by scaling all external forces by how much they perturb a ‘typical’
cycle. This approach is always valid in the limit of small external forcing or coupling
because, to leading order, perturbations affect the phase, but not the amplitude, of
nonlinear oscillations67. Moreover, although phase oscillators are simplified models
of cilia, their dynamical regimes match those observed both in experiments on
flagellar ensembles and in ‘rotor’ models of cilia and flagella as rigid bodies revolving
near a boundary65,66,119,194.
In phase coordinates, two interacting oscillators with natural frequencies ω1 and ω2
have dynamics given by the Adler equation
d Δϕ
= Δω − ε sin(Δϕ) + 2Teffξ(t),
dt

(4)

where Δϕ is the difference between the phases of the oscillators, ε is the coupling
strength, Δω ≡ ω1 − ω 2, Teff is an effective temperature that sets the noise amplitude
and the noise ξ obeys ⟨ξ(t)ξ(t′)⟩ = δ (t − t′) when averaged over an ensemble of realizations.
The parameters in Eq. 4 can be estimated from experimental data sets; ref.72 describes a
particularly elegant technique for fitting Eq. 4 to flagellar beating in green algae.
In the strong-coupling regime, ∣ω1 − ω 2∣ < ε, hydrodynamic or mechanical coupling
is stronger than the intrinsic difference between two oscillators. In this limit, a stable
solution Δϕ = 0 is approached over timescales ~ε; thus, phases lock faster under stronger
coupling. The other limit ∣ω1 − ω 2∣ > ε corresponds to a drifting solution, in which the
oscillators affect one another’s phases without ever fully synchronizing. Depending on
Teff, noise can manifest as periodic ‘slips’ in the otherwise linear dynamics of the fully
synchronized state; as ∣ω1 − ω 2∣ → ε, the dynamics becomes more sensitive to noise.
The Kuramoto model generalizes the coupling dynamics of the Adler equation to
systems of many cilia, by formulating the dynamics of N non-identical phase oscillators
in terms of the feedback of the weighted mean field on each individual
θi̇ = ωi +

N

Kij

j= 1

N

∑

(

)

sin θj − θi .

(5)

Here, θi and ωi are the phase and natural frequency of the ith oscillator and Kij is the
coupling between the ith and jth oscillators. The globally coupled case Kij = K is
analytically tractable and displays several canonical behaviours observed in natural
systems of coupled oscillators, including a transition between synchrony and disorder
at a critical value of K (ref.67). However, non-global coupling, such as nearest-neighbour
coupling, is more relevant to ciliary systems; under such conditions, Eq. 5 exhibits
diverse behaviours, such as transient and localized synchronization. Certain classes of
explicit hydrodynamic models of cilia can be reduced to dynamical equations of the
form of Eq. 5 (ref.92); variations of these equations with alternative driving functions
and coupling schemes reproduce phenomena seen in ciliary arrays, including travelling
metachronal waves65.
However, not all real-world ciliary systems have dynamics that can be fully captured
by phase dynamics. Instead, models may be needed in which oscillators have both
phase and amplitude dynamics, and nonlinear or time-structured interactions, such as
pulse coupling67,114. The role of more complex and nonlinear couplings and interactions
in flagellar synchronization has been explored through detailed continuum mechanical
models and simulations52,54,68,195. Thus, beyond demonstrating established physical
principles, such as Huygens synchronization, cilia arrays represent a potential test bed
for new physics, with direct relevance to biology.
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various lengths57. Generically, nonlinear bifurcations
may confer axonemes with some degree of dynamical
robustness, allowing them to respond to frequencies
ranging from tens of Hz (typical beating rates for motile
cilia) to several kHz (the frequency range of kinocilia in
the human ear)21.

Ciliary synchronization
Ciliary coupling and synchronization. One of the first
efforts to understand the collective behaviour of cilia
dates to the first half of the 20th century, when scientists studying the swimming of bull sperm observed that
two nearby sperm could locally entrain one another’s
tail beat, leading to synchronized swimming58,59. Later
experiments established that, at high densities, this coup
ling can lead to collective flows1, including large-scale
vortex tilings that emerge when 8–12 sperm cells become
mutually entrained60. Several recent studies have sought
to better understand the origin of synchronization in
small groups of flagella, with a goal of understanding
how such dynamics affect the observed behaviours of
flagellated microorganisms61–63. These experiments are
motivated by a variety of theoretical models13,64–66. One
particularly influential model developed by Andrej
Vilfan and Frank Jülicher in 2006 models the hydro
dynamic field of two cilia as a pair of spheres undergoing
elliptical orbits near a boundary66. Depending on various spacing parameters, these model cilia exhibit a rich
dynamical space that includes in-phase and antiphase
synchronization, partial synchronization and other
phenomena typically found in generic models of
phase synchronization. We briefly review the physics
of synchronization in Box 2.
Experiments on somatic cells of the colonial alga
Volvox have allowed the role of hydrodynamic coupling
on flagellar beating to be readily identified. Each Volvox
cell has two flagella that effectively act as one, and when
pairs of cells are held at different separations using glass
pipettes, the phases of the two flagella can be seen to
couple over timescales inversely proportional to their
separation63. This result directly confirms analytical
models of cilia showing a direct analogy between hydrodynamic entrainment and phase synchronization65,66.
This work demonstrates beautifully that two interacting
flagella essentially represent a microscale version of classical Huygens synchronization, wherein the pendula
of two neighbouring clocks are observed to gradually
synchronize because of weak mechanical coupling67.
In general, many classical topics in the physics of
synchronization are relevant to understanding effects
observed among groups of interacting cilia (Box 2).
However, the full dynamics of ciliary coupling are more
complex than phase synchronization alone: detailed
numerical simulations of beating filaments show that
intriguing, higher-order effects can occur, including
mechanical bistability68 and load-dependent decoupling69. In biological contexts, these effects may lead
to co-occurrence of in-phase and antiphase beating
modes in multiflagellated cells, as well as a counterbend
phenomenon in single flagella 22,70,71. Additionally,
mechanical buckling instabilities have been implicated
in the steering mechanism of monoflagellated cells53,54.
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Hopf bifurcations
A Hopf bifurcation is a
phenomenon occurring in
many nonlinear dynamical
systems, in which a periodic
orbit spontaneously appears
or disappears as a control
parameter is varied.

Volvox
Commonly known as ‘globe
algae’, these single-celled
green algae form spherical
colonies containing up to
50,000 cells.

Counterbend
A phenomenon in deforming
elastic beams — and a
deviation from classical Euler–
Bernoulli beam theory — in
which an applied curvature
in one location induces a
compensatory curvature
elsewhere along the beam.

Run-and-tumble
A navigation strategy
employed by bacteria and
other microorganisms, in which
an organism follows nutrient
gradients by intermittently
switching between directional
swimming and random
reorientation.

A system in which synchronization dynamics have
clear biological relevance is the green alga Chlamy
domonas, which uses two anterior flagella to pull
itself through water in a manner reminiscent of breast
stroke72. To increase photosynthetic yield, some strains
of Chlamydomonas exhibit both positive and negative
phototaxis, modulating their flagellar beating dynamics
to approach or avoid light sources. High-speed imaging of Chlamydomonas cells held stationary by pipettes
suggest that its two flagella indeed act like two coupled
oscillators, displaying phase locking, synchronization
and phase lag under forcing73,74.
Order-of-magnitude calculations of synchronization timescales suggest that pairwise hydrodynamic
interactions alone are an order of magnitude too weak
to fully explain coupling and synchronization in Chla
mydomonas61; thus multiple hypotheses exist regarding
the coupling mechanism underlying flagellar synchronization. For example, experiments with freely swimming
organisms suggest that negative feedback from torque
generated during swimming may stabilize the synchronous state75,76. These results are consistent with Stokesian
simulations, which suggest that time-varying drag due
to the motion of the swimming body can affect synchro
nization77. However, recent studies using mutants of
Chlamydomonas suggest that direct mechanical linkage via basal substructures likely explains the majority
of synchronization dynamics observed under standard
conditions61,62. Such structures present a compelling
example of how the physical requirements of synchronization may have incentivized the evolution of specialized
intracellular structures.
Ciliary coordination and microswimmer behaviour.
Of particular relevance to the broader study of micro
swimmer physics is the onset and dynamics of synchronization among a small set of coupled cilia and flagella,
a topic explored in several reviews29,72,78,79,41. In particular, synchronization dynamics and feedback-dependent
modulation of ciliary and flagellar driving allows uni
cellular organisms lacking a nervous system to, nonetheless, execute a range of complex behaviours, moving
beyond simple helical swimming towards gait switching
and complex foraging strategies79–81.
Experimental studies of the intersection between
synchronization and behaviour have been performed
in Chlamydomonas, in which transient coupling and
uncoupling of a single flagellar pair produces either
directed or disordered swimming, producing a eukary
otic analogue of classical run-and-tumble foraging82. That
synchronization underlies this behaviour provides an
elegant explanation for earlier studies that showed differences in helical swimming trajectories between algae
with different flagellar beating dynamics83, thereby providing a suggestive example of how synchronization
dynamics enable behavioural complexity1. Accordingly,
‘octoflagellate’ green algae (which have eight flagella) display rich behavioural dynamics, such as repeated shocks
and reversals that punctuate steady swimming84. Ciliated
protozoans, including model systems such as Paramecia
and Tetrahymena, have hundreds of cilia on their surface, providing them with sufficient degrees of freedom

to display a large range of behaviours in response to
external stimuli85,86. In Tetrahymena, specialized proteins
have evolved that maintain mechanical linkage between
the cilia and basal substructures under applied mecha
nical loads, stabilizing the swimming behaviour against
changes in external conditions87. Furthermore, cilia
can facilitate more complex behaviours than locomotion alone. For example, in the predatory protozoan
Lacrymaria olor, spiral-shaped bundles of cilia surround
a flexible ‘neck’, allowing the organism to actively track
and hunt other microorganisms88.

Ciliary coordination and multicellularity
An emerging focal point in ciliary biophysics involves
unravelling the physics of coupled cilia in multicellular
life. The emergence of complex multicellularity and early
animals closely mirrors the evolution of new mecha
nisms of controlling cilia, and many striking examples
of early cellular specialization are found in colonial
flagellates and ciliates89–91. Intuitively, denser and more
complex arrangements of cilia — such as chains or sheets
on the surface of an organism — have a larger possible
configuration space than isolated cilia, allowing them to
exhibit both a wider range of physical phenomena and of
biological functions that harness them. Indeed, theoretical studies that treat ciliary sheets as hydrodynamically
coupled oscillators have reported striking collective
phenomena ranging from spiral waves to topological
defects in the spatial distribution of phases92. Here, we
review experimental and theoretical studies of ciliary
dynamics in multicellular systems and highlight the
need for greater theoretical study of cilia in the ‘large N’
limit. We hope that such approaches may offer hints
towards concepts unifying the diverse types of collective
ciliary beating found in the animal kingdom.
A natural starting point is the choanoflagellates, colonial protozoans that represent the closest unicellular
relative of modern animals93. Choanoflagellates consist
of monoflagellated cells that can each swim individually,
but which tend to aggregate into colonies that swim collectively. While these colonies swim more slowly than
individual cells, the primary benefit of aggregation likely
arises from cooperatively generated flows94–97. Such flows
have the overall structure of a force dipole, increasing
the feeding rate of the colony97. The beating dynamics of
individual cells across a colony varies in time, an effect
that has been hypothesized to allow the colony to chaoti
cally mix the local fluid field over length scales larger
than single cells98. However, although the distribution of
flagellar orientations is nonrandom across a given colony,
the individual cells in a colony are not spaced sufficiently
closely to hydrodynamically entrain one another97 and,
thus, the overall motion of the colony has the statistics of
a random walk aggregated among several independent
actuators99. Additionally, long-term analysis of the statistics of colony motion suggests that these collective flows
can be modulated over time via hydrodynamic signalling,
allowing clusters of cells to implement long-term search
strategies analogous to run-and-tumble locomotion100.
As close ancestors of modern animals, choanoflagellates
thus represent a context in which the synchronization
dynamics and hydrodynamics of cilia collectively give
www.nature.com/natrevphys
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rise to flexible behavioural strategies, providing a preview of how collective physical effects incentivized the
development of multicellularity.
In the first true animals, cilia appeared in specialized
cell types lining epithelial surfaces3,7. In these cases, cilia
serve the same basic function that they serve in unicellular life: facilitating locomotion and basic sensing. For
example, sponges use ciliated tissues to drive large-scale
flows through intricate internal canal systems, allowing
them to filter their own volume in water in less than a
minute101,102. The ciliated cells lining the body cavities
of sponges are termed choanocytes due to their unique
‘collared’ shape, which has strong physical resemblance
to choanoflagellates (although the exact evolutionary
relationship between the two cell types is debated)103,104.
The characteristic radii and number of channels found
in sponge vasculature follows predicted scaling laws for
optimal transport in laminar flows105 and the placement
of pumping choanocyte chambers allows load-balancing
across the network106. Thus, sponges represent a system in which hydrodynamic transport considerations
strongly influence the geometry and placement of cili
ated cells relative to other cell types. Similar considerations may exist in systems beyond sponges. Corals are
another basal, colonial animal that leverage ciliary flows,
creating beautiful arrays of counterrotating vortices that
enhance surface nutrient and oxygen transport107.
In later-diverging basal invertebrates, coordination of
cilia enables more complex locomotion and behaviour.
The amoeboid-like animal Placozoa comprises a quasi2D sheet of ciliated cells, which collectively organize
their beating directions to produce coordinated locomotion and large-scale tissue deformations108,109. These
cells coordinate without the aid of a nervous system;
recent work has found that they use elastomechanical
coupling via intercellular junctions to create a ciliary
analogue of flocking108–110. In this system, collective
ciliary motion can generate a range of complex behavi
ours, ranging from rotational and translational motion
(akin to run-and-tumble motion) to rhythmic ‘freezes’
(ciliary frustration) lasting 5 × 105 ciliary beats, during
which the animal flattens and feeds110,111. However,
recently, it has become evident that a complex collection of neuropeptides can also regulate ciliary dynamics
(and, thus, behaviour) over longer timescales, suggesting that the mechanical and hydrodynamic mechanisms that govern locomotion over short timescales
are themselves modulated by signalling pathways over
longer periods112.
a

b Ciliary bands

Among extant animals, cilia with nearly identical
ultrastructural features are found organized in a variety of geometries and densities, ranging from point-
like ‘tufts’ that sense fluid shear, to curved bands that
generate feeding currents, to dense carpets that pump
bodily fluids7,14,113 (Fig. 3). This diversity of geometries is
matched by a diversity of functions, ranging from shear
sensing, to nutrient filtration, to locomotion (Fig. 4).
This diversity motivates extending existing theoretical approaches. For example, how does non-uniform
substrate curvature affect hydrodynamic interactions
between cilia and, therefore, synchronization? Can such
effects be captured by existing hydrodynamic oscillator
models, or do new phenomena arise that require modelling of details that are not needed in models of smaller
systems? Some indication of the possible dynamical
richness of cilia in multicellular systems can be inferred
from recent developments in oscillator physics (Box 3),
which have shown that models with features such as
intermediate-range coupling, nonlinear forcing and
pulse coupling can lead to exotic dynamics such as glassy
states and partial synchronization114,115.
The possible role of physical arguments for understanding the diversity of cilia found in animal systems
can be seen by considering beating frequency versus ciliary length — two dynamical parameters that describe
cilia on a microscopic scale — or generated flow speed
versus interciliary spacing — two dynamical parameters
that characterize macroscopic ciliary ensembles (Fig. 5).
The data suggest an inverse relationship between the
parameters — scalings that are intuitive from an energetic standpoint14,94 — although the trend in flow speed
versus spacing is weaker, likely due to different developmental mechanisms and higher-order hydrodynamic
effects present in high-density ciliary systems. We caution against drawing conclusions from the data plotted
in Fig. 5 alone, which sampled systems primarily based
on the availability of these four parameters in existing
studies. Nonetheless, these data suggest that, although
cilia across the animal kingdom are heterogeneous in
their dynamical parameters, their operating range and
efficiency is, nonetheless, constrained by basic physical
limitations.
Beyond diversity in arrangement, cilia in multi
cellular life are also characterized by a large-scale control
mechanism in the form of the nervous system116–118.
Neurociliary coupling allows local interactions between
cilia via hydrodynamic and elastic couplings to be complemented by global signals based on the organism’s
c Amorphous sheets

d Closed surfaces

Fig. 3 | ciliary geometries in animal systems. The diverse range of ciliary geometries found in animal systems includes
point-like ciliary tufts (zero dimensions; part a), linear ciliary bands (one dimension; part b), amorphous sheets (two
dimensions; part c) and closed surfaces covered with cilia (two dimensions with curvature; part d).
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Fig. 4 | ciliary hydrodynamics in animal systems. a | Particle-filtering flows used
for microbiome recruitment by the Hawaiian bobtail squid. The hue indicates relative
speed. b | Vortical flows used by coral reefs to enhance nutrient and oxygen uptake.
c | Feeding and swimming currents created by a starfish larva. d | Coordinated flows
created by the ciliated epithelium of a pig-brain ventricle. e | Large-scale feeding flows
created by a reef sponge. Panel a is reprinted with permission from ref.184, PNAS. Panel b
is adapted with permission from ref.107, PNAS. Panel d is adapted with permission from
ref.146, AAAS. Image in panel e courtesy of Steven E. McMurray, University of North
Carolina Wilmington, USA.

Reynolds numbers
Dimensionless quantity
expressing the ratio of inertial
to viscous forces in a fluid
dynamics problem. Navigation
and locomotion strategies
are qualitatively different in
the low-Reynolds-number
(overdamped) regime and
high-Reynolds-number
(turbulent) regime.

sensory inputs. There is a relative scarcity of theoretical studies that directly augment canonical models of
interacting cilia (such as coupled oscillators or hydrodynamic rotors) with global modulation via an external field (such as a fixed, time-varying ‘control’ phase
added to each cilium’s phase). However, we note that
the timescale of neuronal dynamics (~1 ms) is often well
separated from reported timescales of ciliary synchronization (~100 ms), suggesting that, as a starting point,
the nervous system may be abstracted as an intermittent,
rapid perturbation to existing dynamical modes that
arise primarily from the synchronization dynamics. For
more detailed models, we anticipate that insights may
be found in the field of active-matter physics, which
has sought to relate mechanistic insight into individuals (such as particle or agent models) to collective
effects (such as collective motion or flocking).
We thus hypothesize that an emerging frontier in
ciliary physics will involve bridging experiments and
theory in a few ciliary systems with the complexity of
geometries and control mechanisms available in animal
systems. Below, we highlight two existing areas of particular relevance to bridging the physics of cilia across
the microscopic and macroscopic scales in animal systems: collective pumping generated by 2D ciliary sheets,
and feeding currents created by the 1D ciliary bands of
invertebrate larvae.

Collective flows in ciliary sheets. Historically, a multi
cellular context in which cilia have received particular
attention is ciliary sheets, which appear in diverse contexts ranging from the gill filters of molluscs, to the lining
of the mammalian trachea, to the ventricles of the brain7.
As a first approximation, such sheets can be considered
a high-density limit of the ‘coupled oscillator’ models
described above 65,119,120. Adjacent cilia entrain one
another, leading portions of the ciliary sheet to beat in
phase. However, over larger distances, non-adjacent cilia
can couple together through the collective flows generated by the array, leading to mesoscale phenomena not
seen in few-cilia or flagellar systems. For this reason, ciliary sheets have been the focus of recent efforts to observe
complex synchronization phenomena that require more
intricate interactions than those found in traditional
phase oscillator models (see Box 3 for several examples).
A well-studied emergent phenomenon in ciliary
sheets is metachronal waves (named from the Greek for
‘time after’), corresponding to groups of cilia that beat in
succession, giving rise to propagating waves that travel
across the array. Cilia on the edge of each travelling
wave have the same phase; in the case of evenly spaced
rows of cilia, closely spaced cilia within a row hydrodynamically synchronize and beat in phase, whereas
different rows have phase lags relative to one another as
the metachronal wave passes14,121. The resulting smooth,
progressive motion of cilia across the array resembles the
motion of corn stalks in a windy field7.
Four types of metachronal waves have been reported,
which correspond to the four allowed chiralities of waves
relative to the ciliary beat plane: a pair of longitudinal
waves that travel either along or against each cilium’s
individual beating direction (corresponding to a positive or negative phase lag between successive cilia)
and right-handed and left-handed transverse waves in
which the cilia predominantly beat out-of-plane relative
to the propagation direction122. Consistent with theory,
forward-travelling longitudinal — also known as symplectic — waves have lower speed but larger torque;
in biological contexts, these waves often function to
transport large particles or mucous123. The other three
wave classes travel faster and usually produce large-
scale water currents or swimming strokes7. Numerical
models of hydrodynamically coupled ciliary arrays have
shown that nearly symplectic metachronal waves naturally arise in such systems69,124, demonstrating that global
synchronization is not inevitable in ciliary arrays, despite
the long range of hydrodynamic coupling forces at low
Reynolds numbers.
A major function of metachronal waves, and ciliary
arrays in general, is to collectively pump fluids at low
Reynolds numbers — for cellular locomotion, or for
transporting mucous and other bodily fluids. For this
reason, artificial ciliary arrays using magnetically actuated filaments is an area of active research, particularly
for implementing pumping and mixing in microfluidic
devices125–127. For a given system, the parameters of the
travelling metachronal waves, such as the speed and
spatial scale, dictates their function in different contexts. Experimental studies in protozoa and in animal
mucous membranes have shown that increasing local
www.nature.com/natrevphys
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viscosity decreases the beating frequency of individual
cilia, which either increases or decreases the speed of
metachronal waves, depending on whether the waves
are symplectic or not18,45,46,128. This phenomenon represents a mismatch between the phase velocity (associ
ated with individual beating rates) and the group
velocity (associated with travelling waves), illustrating
the importance of wave properties in characterizing a
given metachronal wave system. Importantly, shorterwavelength metachronal waves apply less force locally but
transport fluid faster, because each front has fewer cilia
driving it7. Such observations are consistent with more
Box 3 | Frontiers in synchronization and experimental analogues of ciliary arrays
Phase oscillator models with different assumptions to that of the ‘standard’ Kuramoto
model reveal new phenomena, with direct relevance to complex ciliary dynamics in
multicellular organisms. One particularly relevant set of systems are Kuramoto models
with inhomogeneous coupling. In ciliary and other oscillatory systems, coupling is
not necessarily uniform and all-to-all, but may instead be localized — either by finite-
range hydrodynamic effects (such as inertial screening) or by short-range mechanical
interaction through basal substructures61,62,196. Arrays of oscillators with non-uniform
interactions display unique phenomena, such as the emergence of phase slips in
propagating waves, spontaneous desynchronization transitions and glass-like
relaxation197–201.
A phenomenon of particular interest is chimaera states, which occur when
synchronized and desynchronous subpopulations coexist in an ensemble of
oscillators181,182. A minimal example of a chimaera consists of two coupled oscillator
populations with stronger intrapopulation coupling than interpopulation coupling202.
For cilia, these two oscillator populations might represent non-contiguous ciliary tufts
at different locations on an organism or cilia residing in areas of high or low body
curvature115,180. This model displays low-dimensional dynamics parameterized by the
order parameters of the two subpopulations, including a bifurcation from a stable
chimaera to a slowly-evolving ‘breather’ state202. Similar two-population chimaera
states occur in more biologically relevant (although less mathematically tractable)
models, such as discrete oscillator models with next-nearest-neighbour interaction,
and continuum models with coupling amplitude that decays slowly with spatial
radius115,181,182. Chimera states are a particularly intriguing phenomenon to seek in
ciliary systems155,156,203 because they represent a mechanism by which a ciliary array can
simultaneously exhibit multiple, large-scale beating patterns, even in the absence of
explicit large-scale control (such as a central nervous system)204.
Although chimeras, glassy states and other recently discovered phenomena from
synchronization theory have yet to be directly observed in living cilia, many of these
phenomena have been observed in synthetic analogues of cilia. One such system
consists of micrometre-scale colloidal particles held in optical traps, which serve to
drive the particles along predetermined trajectories176. Multiple particles (in separate
traps) interact hydrodynamically, and when proximal particles are driven along
concentric circular paths tangential to a nearby wall, the system is a physical realization
of well-studied rotor models of ciliary chains and sheets65,66,119,183,194,205. These colloidal
rotors match the spatiotemporal dynamics of true flagellar flow fields down to their
characteristic length scale of ~10 µm156. These synthetic cilia exhibit many non-trivial
behaviours associated with nonlinear oscillators, including long-lived phase defects,
nonlinear synchronization profiles (such as Arnold tongues) and transient epochs of
partial desynchronization reminiscent of true chimaera states156,176.
Other experimental analogues of cilia may allow large-scale investigation of
problems at the intersection of ciliary biophysics and synchronization theory. One such
system consists of driven magnetic microparticles, which can be assembled into rods
and chains to create active filaments125,127,206. These systems allow large numbers of
interacting filaments to be studied at scale, potentially allowing the observation of
large-scale collective effects such as phase domains and spiral waves92. Similar effects
are possible in experiments in which single flagellated cells are adhered to a surface,
forming synthetic ciliary sheets with controllable densities152,153,207,208. At smaller length
scales, in vitro experiments with microtubule bundles driven by kinesin motors have
successfully produced metachronal waves and dynamic nematic domains209,210,
suggesting the potential for such systems to capture how orientational defects in the
ciliary field affect synchronization.
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detailed theoretical models showing a physical trade-
off between applied forcing and maximum transport
speed in ciliary arrays64,129,130. Ciliary sheets that exhibit
metachronal waves have pumping speeds that vary over
three orders of magnitude across different organisms,
a trend that is potentially related to variation in ciliary
density (Fig. 5b).
Reconstruction of beating patterns observed in experi
mental data sets underscores that pumping rate alone
does not dictate the phenomenology of metachronal
waves. Numerical simulations reveal that experimentally
observed metachronal waves qualitatively match optimal
waveforms for efficient pumping131; however, in some
systems, the exact distribution of phase differences seen
in experimental data may, nonetheless, differ substantially from the predicted global optimum132,133. Possible
constraints leading to suboptimal pumping rates include
limitations on the availability of ATP or dynein molecu
les within the axoneme of each cilium134, heterogeneous fluid viscoelasticity in the ciliary sublayer135,136 and
higher-order damping modes incompletely captured in
numerical models127.
However, another explanation for these findings is
that selection forces on metachronal waves do not seek
to maximize the pumping speed outright; rather, they
seek to minimize the total energy dissipation, given a
target pumping speed. Indeed, computational studies
indicate that, when compared with global synchronization, metachronal waves increase pumping speeds
by only a factor of 3, but they increase pumping efficiency by a factor of nearly 10 (ref.124). Direct measurements of ATP consumption in demembranated sperm
flagella using a fluorescent reporter24 and pH probes137
estimate that isolated flagella consume ATP at a rate of
~105 molecules per cycle; these consumption rates are
observed to scale linearly with beating frequency and
inversely with the viscosity of the surrounding fluid.
Because partial synchronization reduces the effective
drag on a cilium41,138 (in both ciliary arrays and isolated flagellar pairs), it follows that cells may dynamically decrease ATP consumption through metachronal
waves or synchronized beating. However, several computational studies suggest that ciliary beating, even in
collective settings, still exhibits suboptimal energetic
efficiency132,133. We speculate that this suboptimality
arises because, beyond purely biophysical constraints,
evolutionary history also plays a role in establishing the
form of metachronal waves. For example, experimental
studies have shown that related families of molluscs,
despite having nearly identical ciliated gills, can exhibit
markedly different metachronal waves122.
Beyond metachronal waves, ciliary sheets display a
variety of other hydrodynamic phenomena. Numerical
studies of 2D planar carpets of beating cilia report two
distinct fluid-dynamical regimes: above the ciliary tips,
smooth laminar flow dominates; however, below the
ciliary tips, the flow becomes chaotic, with entrained
tracer particles hopping irregularly from cilium to cilium,
tracing scribbled trajectories139. Explicit ‘sublayer’ models of cilia-driven flows provide some intuition for how
such chaotic dynamics naturally arise from even minor
stochasticity in beating phase or phase misalignments
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Ependymal
Referring to a thin membrane
of cells lining the ventricles
of the brain and the central
canal of the spinal cord. These
cells play a central role in
supporting neuronal function.

Coarsening
A phenomenon in the
dynamics of spatially varying
scalar fields, in which small-
wavelength features are
gradually consolidated into
larger-wavelength patterns.

Solitons
Travelling, bounded wave
packets occurring in nonlinear
media that propagate at
fixed velocity.

between adjacent cilia1,140,141,144. Experimental studies
of magnetically driven artificial cilia confirm these distinct regimes126,139,142, which allow simultaneous pumping or swimming in the far field, while allowing mixing
and reoxygenation of fluid near individual cells. These
results are consistent with particle-tracking experiments
performed in ciliated vesicles of zebrafish embryos143.
The large-scale fluid-dynamical fields created by ciliary sheets also display interesting physical phenomena.
The trachea and other mucous membranes of many animals contain ciliary sheets that pump mucous, helping to
filter contaminants out of the airway144,145. The multicili
ated cells of these mucous membranes are arranged in
an intricate patchwork pattern with orientational noise
embedded in individual ciliary beat directions, resulting
in distinct local flow regimes determined by the neighbour topology of the epithelium144. Additionally, recent
work has shown that ciliated surfaces in the brain, which
transport cerebrospinal fluid, implement precise fluidic
motions, depending on an animal’s resting state and other
global neurological cues146–148. Intriguingly, these cilia
have recently been shown to synchronize their beating
via purely hydrodynamic coupling mechanisms148. Such
observations demonstrate how ciliary sheets leverage
the many degrees of freedom intrinsic to ciliary arrays,
in order to precisely control physiological flows.
One parameter of large-s cale ciliary arrays that
appears to be strongly developmentally regulated is
the relative orientation of cilia comprising the array. The
ependymal ciliary beating plane arises from planar cellpolarization mechanisms, a series of genetically encoded
developmental pathways that also dictate the position
of nodal cilia, which serve to break left–right symmetry in developing embryos149,150. The origin of beatingplane orientation and chirality in the beat forms of indi
vidual cilia is less well understood, but theoretical
models indicate that the two chiralities are dynamically
bistable, suggesting that beating chirality could, in principle, be controlled by exogenous factors, rather than
developmental patterning151.
These observations and models motivate the development of models of ciliary sheets that can account for
topological effects among large numbers of cilia. The
recently developed theoretical framework of ‘active-
carpet’ models — originally developed to understand

transport in biofilms — has illustrated how features such
as gradients in the local director field associated with ciliary beating can give rise to strongly localized flows152,153.
These flows can produce uniform vortex arrays or chaotic streamlines, depending on the relative placement
of topological defects, thereby coupling local features
with the global properties of the flow field. Topological
features can also arise in the relative phases of cilia in an
array, an effect observed in ‘rotor’ models of cilia (which
are analogous to classical phase oscillator models)92,154,155.
Dynamical behaviours ranging from coarsening defects
to spiral waves can emerge in these models; their appearance is controlled by a parameter that specifies the direction of torque on each rotor — a term mathematically
similar to introducing a phase delay into the Kuramoto
model of phase oscillators (Box 2), which exhibits similar
dynamical phenomena92.
We anticipate that future studies will use models that
draw an explicit analogy between ciliary beating and
classical spin models: each cilium has a location and a
beating direction, and it interacts both with its nearest
neighbours through direct coupling and with the mean
field through hydrodynamic shear. Thus, it is intuitive to
expect ciliary arrays to support many phenomena seen
in classical spin systems, such as frustration, defects and
grain boundaries41.
However, standard spin models are equilibrium systems; by contrast, ciliary oscillations are intrinsically a
non-equilibrium phenomenon. For this reason, phase
and oscillator-based models, which are driven, provide
a natural starting point when extending classical spin
theories to model cilia. Indeed, oscillator models have
successfully demonstrated a variety of effects unique
to ciliary systems, such as metachronal waves and
switching between alternative beating modes, which
propagate similarly to solitons65,124,156. Such analogies
lead to the interesting question of whether known features of ‘active’ spin models can occur in ciliary sheets,
such as flocking effects, finite size scaling and unusual
temperature-dependent phases (with the intrinsic noise
of individual ciliary beat cycles setting the effective temperature)50,155,157. Further motivation for revisiting such
models comes from experimental observations of topological effects, including orientational defects and grain
boundaries, in a variety of ciliary systems146,158–161.
www.nature.com/natrevphys
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Lagrangian chaos
Chaotic motion of tracer
particles in a fluid, which readily
occurs in high-Reynoldsnumber flows (such as
turbulence). Under certain
conditions, it can also occur
in the low-Reynolds-number
flows produced by ciliated
microorganisms.

Morphospace
An abstract coordinate system
describing all possible forms
or shapes of an organism,
parameterized by a small
number of independent
variables.
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Ciliary bands and the evolution of the nervous system.
Cilia also played a crucial role in diversification of animal
body plans. The first animals were marine invertebrates,
which developed a diverse range of body morphologies
and life-history strategies in response to the vicissitudes
of the oceanic environment. Among these adaptations
is indirect development: rather than proceeding directly
from an embryo to the adult body plan, many invertebrates pass through freely swimming, microscopic larval
stages with distinct appearances from their adult form162.
The alien appearance of these microscopic larvae, as
well as their ubiquity among invertebrates, captivated
19th-century biologists, who saw them as a starting point
for deciphering the animal tree of life90,163.
From a physicist’s perspective, invertebrate larvae
are particularly intriguing because they swim at low
Reynolds number, implying strong viscous constraints
on the strategies and morphologies available for locomotion. Almost all invertebrate larvae swim and feed
using ciliary bands: dense, linear arrangements of cilia
that encircle the larva’s body and that are controlled by
the larval nervous system. In ciliary bands, hundreds of
thousands of cilia are packed together so densely that
19th-century zoologists termed them ‘vibratile chords’,
in reference to their shimmering appearance under
low magnification164. These bands have a typical length
100 µm–1 mm and ciliary spacings as small as 100 nm,
suggesting that hydrodynamical and other physical
interactions strongly determine collective effects in these
systems163. Existing quantitative models have categorized the large-scale hydrodynamic properties of ciliary
bands, such as their swimming efficiency or hydro
dynamic capture cross section in feeding larvae113,165,166.
Certain ciliary-band geometries — such as those with an
inverted, helical shape — give rise to qualitatively different structures in the local flow field around the larvae,
creating geometrically distinct trapping regions and,
thus, feeding efficiencies166. The exact mechanism of filter feeding depends on the animal: some larvae use cilia
to directly intercept passing particles, whereas others
use strong hydrodynamic shear forces to funnel particles towards their mouths166–168. Additionally, the types of
beating patterns collectively produced by the cilia likely
influence the efficiency of each capture strategy169. Due
to their diverse, neuronally controlled functions across
many invertebrates, it has been hypothesized that the
need to control ciliary bands formed the impetus for
the evolution of the first animal nervous systems162.
At larger scales, flows produced by ciliary bands display hydrodynamic phenomena not typically observed at
low Reynolds numbers. High-speed imaging of starfish
larvae, a model system for invertebrate development,
reveals ciliary flows consisting of dozens of counterrotating vortices around the animal’s periphery. These
vortices coalesce and reform over time as the animal
gradually modulates its ciliary beating158,170. Because
power dissipation at low Reynolds numbers is proportional to the squared vorticity, these structures require
continuous energy investment on the part of the organism, a cost potentially offset by the adaptive advantage of
these vortex fields for capturing prey. Additionally, neural modulation of ciliary beating produces unexpected

effects such as Lagrangian chaos in the local flow field,
further enhancing feeding rates171. Such phenomena
likely appear in a range of invertebrate systems with
ciliary bands172; however, experimentally cataloguing
these systems will require the development of improved
microscopy tools for probing ciliary beating and fluid
dynamics at planktonic scales (~10 µm–10 mm), such as
3D tracking microscopy173–175.
The complexity of the flow fields around ciliary bands
arises from complexity in the underlying ciliary-beat patterns. Micrographs of cilia on the band reveal point-like
topological defects, where cilia either bundle together
or splay apart due to discontinuities in the boundary
conditions induced by nearby stagnation points158,171.
Both experimental and theoretical models of coupled
hydrodynamic rotors (which have comparable dynamics to phase oscillators) suggest that topological defects
can arise spontaneously due to intermediate-scale ciliary coupling, suggesting that the defects potentially
arise from nonlinearities in coupling156,176. However, it
is likely that the locations of defects are determined, at
least in part, by external cues — either by anatomical patterns in substrate rigidity or via input from the nervous
system. Nonetheless, rotor models indicate that topo
logical defects likely have implications for the types of
metachronal waves and other beating patterns possible
in their vicinity.
Ciliary bands exhibit a rich morphospace, and surveys
of invertebrates have catalogued a variety of surprising
and intricate ciliary-band geometries113. The structure
of these bands and the emergence of topological features
likely have direct biological implications. For example,
during the development of the sea lily Metacrinus, the
ciliary bands change topology over a period of several
weeks, switching shape from a single, winding contour
to a series of small, interconnected curves outlining the
surface of the animal177. Presumably, this topological transition produces a qualitative change in the local hydro
dynamics, affecting the feeding and swimming strategies
of the animal.
From the perspective of oscillator models of cilia, a
particularly relevant line of theoretical work for understanding band diversity is curvature-mediated synchronization115. Hydrodynamic rotor models of cilia on the
surface of a sphere show that metachronal waves and
other dynamic instabilities can arise due to local curv
ature or inhomogenous ciliary density, which amplify
the effect of small-scale heterogeneity among cilia178,179.
This provides a minimal example of how geometry and
dynamics may be coupled in ciliary bands. Complemen
tary theoretical work on coupled oscillator arrays has
demonstrated that curvature can produce localized
subregions of synchronized oscillators180, even while
the remainder of the arrays remains desynchronized.
Such localization represents the ‘spot’ form of chimaera
states, a recently discovered phenomenon in phase
oscillators181,182 (see Box 3 for a description of chimeras).
Ciliary bands tracing complex contours on a larval surface can, therefore, exhibit differential synchronization
and metachrony based on local anatomy, potentially
explaining differences in hydrodynamic fields observed
in different regions around larvae113,165,166.
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Due to their intricate topologies, nervous control
and central role in animal evolution, ciliary bands thus
constitute a potential focal point for future work understanding emergent physics in ciliary arrays. That ciliary
bands essentially represent a 1D, dense array of cilia —
albeit one embedded on a complex 3D morphology
— suggests that they offer a new context for testing
classic 1D models of collective phenomena in ciliary
chains65,183. Intriguingly, ciliary bands are also subject
to central nervous control by the organism, which may
play the role of an external field that facilitates non-
local synchronization across the band. Experiments in
driven arrays of colloidal particles offer a glimpse of the
dynamical richness of ciliary bands modulated by a long-
range signal, demonstrating that, as long-range coupling
increases, metachronal waves give way to incomplete
synchronization punctuated by phase slips156.

Emerging directions
The examples that we highlight in the previous section
represent only a fraction of the diverse specializations
and functions of cilia in the animal kingdom. Recent
years have produced examples of diverse ciliary-driven
processes, such as active microbiome recruitment by
Hawaiian bobtail squids184, a treadmilling-to-flapping
transition in mollusc swimming185 and mixing flows
that enhance olfactory sensitivity in zebrafish186. In these
systems, flow control and sensing are tightly linked,
underscoring the need for new theoretical frameworks
borrowing concepts from domains beyond active matter
and fluid physics. One potential source of inspiration is
‘embodiment’, a conceptual framework developed in the
past few decades that seeks to identify cases in which
computation is performed at the level of the local physical response of an appendage, rather than by centralized
nervous control187,188. In both robotic and living systems,
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